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Navan Nugget

GREAT NEWS, IT IS RETURNING FOR ANOTHER SEASON 
AT THE NAVAN FAIR GROUNDS.

Amanda and her team invite 
everyone to visit the market. 

Come out and support 
our local vendors. 

All COvID safety rules will 
be followed at the market.
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Navan Lions Club
President:        Don Macartney
Secretarial Team:   Mark O’Donoughue and John Ladds
Treasurer:      Hal Macpherson
It seems to us that it is unlikely that we will be able to return to 
our traditional fundraising activities any time soon. We have 
therefore decided to continue making saleable and useful items 
of wood. We have three main items in mind - Bird nesting 
boxes, cedar garden chairs and planter boxes. 
We are concentrating on building nesting boxes (see article 
on Nugget last page). These are being made to a remarkably 
high standard by Hal Macpherson. Shown in 
the image is one of Hal’s boxes mounted on 
a tree in my garden. Each box has a hinged 
side panel for access, and three different sizes 
of access hole. Hal charges a modest $30 per 
box – which hardly covers the cost of wood. 
He can be reached at (613) 835 3502. If you 
are interested order now.
We feel that this project accomplishes a number of objectives 
– it raises money for Lions to accomplish their donation plan, 
it helps to sustain wild birds which so beautifully enhance our 
environment.  It also keeps the Lions out of mischief.

NAVAN NOTABLES
Dogs here, Dogs there, Dogs and Puppies Everywhere!

 Since last year our Navan dog population has sure increased,
No matter the time of day, dogs are 
on the streets.
Old and new owners are taking their 
dogs for walks, oh what a treat!
You see big, handsome ones, chubby, 
friendly ones and the cute, little pets 
like mine.
Strutting their stuff and having such a carefree time.
Dog lovers wanting to pet them, their owners proud of the 

attention their dogs get,
Stopping along the way to share 
their four-legged friends’ virtues to 
all they met.
These well loved animals got us out 
walking, talking to our neighbours 
during the many lockdowns,
Keeping us connected to others, 

bringing us joy, as we all tried to keep off the pounds!
Covid 19 is keeping us house bound now for near on 2 years

For some of us, it’s our pets that have kept 
us sane, the sweet dears!
Our community is the better, kinder, 
friendlier, for these animals
As they stroll through our parks, our 
neighbourhoods, our hearts, with us all.
Sheila Minogue-Calver  www.navanwi.com

with Gerry Dust’s collaboration

SPRINGFEST
To get in the “spring spirit”, the Navan 
Community Association is sponsoring a 
mini-SpringFest!

Navan residents are 
encouraged to decorate their 
front porch, yard, doorway or 
driveway in 
a springtime 
theme – 

flowers, Easter, whatever makes 
you think “spring is here”! 
Prizes valued at $25, $50 and 
$100 will be awarded for the 

best decorations. To register, 
please email nca@navan.
on.ca by May 7th and provide 
your name and address. 
Judging will take place at 
the end of May and winners 

will be announced in the June 
edition of the Nugget. Further 
“SpringFest” activities are 
still in the works. Stay tuned 
to NCA’s Facebook page for 
further details. 
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#navanlife
       Follow us on
 Instagram 
            @navannca

In 2020 the Navan Community Association (NCA) did not 
hold its Annual general Meeting in April as usual because of 
the COvID-19 pandemic. Over the past year, we have become 
more comfortable holding our regular meetings on the ZOOM 
video conferencing platform. We are going to hold the 2021 
AgM on April 19th at 7:30 pm on ZOOM. Just like our regular 
monthly meeting, if you would like to participate, please 
contact us through our website at www.navan.on.ca under the 
“Contact Us” tab. If requested you will be sent the web link to 
the meeting. The regular monthly meeting will immediately 
follow the AgM. Anyone can attend but if you would like 
to vote, you must have an NCA membership. If you are not 
sure if yours is current or just want to join, please contact our 
membership director at membership@navan.on.ca . Annual 
membership is $5, five year is $20 and lifetime is $50.
The agenda for the meeting will include reports of what has 
happened, (and maybe not happened) over the past two years, 
an opportunity to ask questions and offer comments plus the 
election of the Officer and Directors of the Association for the 
year 2021-22. 
The nominating committee has proposed the following slate…
Past President – John Ladds
President- Fred Hyde 
Secretary - Christina Macpherson 
Treasurer - Dale Borys 
Safety - Bob Price 
NCA Membership - Ray vetter 
Social Media Manager - Jackie Lane Moore 
Navan Nugget - Tom Devecseri 
Recreation - Luc Picknell
Horticulture - Anne-Marie Potvin
Navan Cenotaph – John Ladds
Nifty 50+ Senior’s Drop In – Juanita vetter
The position of vice President is vacant at this time, volunteers 
and nominations would be appreciated.
Fred Hyde 

Lots of ways to check us out;
NCA website - www.navan.on.ca 
NCA email - nca@navan.on.ca 
NCA Facebook Page - https://www.facebook.com/
NavanCommunityAssociation/
NCA Facebook handle - @NavanCommunityAssociation
Navan Helping Hands Network Facebook (Private group - 
Search for Navan Helping Hands to request access)
Navan Community Outdoor Skating Rink - www.facebook.
com/NavanCommunityOutdoorSkatingRink/
NCA Instagram link - www.instagram.com/navannca 
NCA Instagram handle - @navannca

THE NAVAN CENOTAPH COMMITTEE 
NEEDS YOUR HELP

We are creating a set of short biographies of the men whose 
names are inscribed on the Navan Cenotaph.

We hope to have the project completed by November 11, 2021. 
We have already obtained much of the information needed, 
i.e. names of parents & siblings. We especially need more 
information about these men: Charles Coke, george gregory, 
and Joseph Hughes—and their past connection to Navan. 
If you have a picture of any of the men or of their home, or 
know something interesting about them, please contact: 

Laurie Watson at plwatson@xplornet.ca

NOMINATIONS TO 
COMMUNITY BUILDERS WALL

Nominations are now being accepted until June 30th 
for the Community Builders Wall. The form to submit 
names can be found on the NCA website under the 
Builders Wall tab. There are many families or individual 
that have been acknowledged but it is certain there are 
others that are also deserving of this honour. A 500 words 
or more summary of their goals and accomplishments in 
the community with at least two letters of support is all 
it takes. If you think of someone but need help with the 
form, please contact anne-marie at anmariegp@msn.com 
Please give it some thought.

South Africa War 1899-1902
 Oliver Burns
World War One 1914-1918
 Arthur Aylwin
 Byron Armstrong
 Wellington Armstrong
 Leonard Bird
 Charles Coke
 Charles Cotton
 Frederick Dagg
 Warren Dunning
 Henry Evans
 George Gregory
 Joseph Hughes

 Robert Kilrae
 Lowell Lancaster
 George Plant
 Garrett Shaw
World War Two 1939-1945
 David Irwin
 Cecil McFadden
 David Obre
 Alton O’Neil
 Earl Pruner
 William Smith
UN/NATO
 Gary Vaillancourt

COVID-19 VACCINATION 
POP-UP CLINIC

Navan Arena     April 4,5,6
For information about clinic and 

booking an appointment
Call Ottawa Public Health at 

613-691-5505
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Key
 to 

Real Estate 
Tips from Navan Resident and Real Estate Agent  

Cindy Drozda-Lahache
Preparing your House for Sale – Part III

When we finally decide to put our home on the market many 
of us forget about our Pet Family Members. Having strangers 
coming in and out for showings can put a huge stress on our 
pets. This past week, I encountered, birds, reptiles, fish, cats, 
and dogs during my buyer showings. While we love our pets, 
remember not everyone feels the same about them, and our 
animals have a keen sense of what humans are feeling. I had to 
call an agent after a showing Friday, that the cat was so stressed, 
she urinated on the bed.
Have a plan on what to do during showings and let your agent 
know so that they can put it in the listing, such as “don’t let the 
cat out”.  Will they be caged, enclosed in a room, removed for 
the showing or enclosed or tied in the yard? I had one client 

literally run from the front door, because she had a terrible fear 
of cats. 
Remember we are “nose blind” to our pets, so ensure your 
home is clean of urine, bird droppings, and the cat box and 
bird/reptile/rodent cages are thoroughly cleaned and not at the 
front door. Do not forget about the fish tank, ensure its clean; 
buyers often stop and admire the fish. Unpleasant smells can shy 
away potential buyers and lower your selling price as all they 
remember is, “how will I get that smell out of the house”.
Outdoor critters such as mice, moles, raccoons, bats, skunks, 
squirrels, bugs, ants, often feel that as they wake up from 
hibernation that our nice warm houses are a good place to 
hang out. Make sure all possible entrances into your home, 
under decks, sunrooms, and gazebos, etc. limits access as 
much as possible to our outdoor friends.  Repair window and 
door screening. If you do spot them in the house, make sure 
you have them removed by an exterminator immediately; 
critter droppings and nests can cause damage to roofs, attics, 
eavestrough and other areas. 
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COMMUNITY SAFETY ZONE
No one wants to be in a collision, but they happen anyway. 
Did you know that Ottawa averages 40 collisions every 24 
hours, and that’s on good weather days ?  That number is 
significantly higher when driving conditions are poor.
If you are involved in a collision with more than $2000 
damage and/or injuries, you must report it to police. For 
minor collisions, use the police non-emergency number 
(613-236-1222)to get instructions. If medical attention is 
needed, call 911.
Tow truck drivers provide an essential service on Ottawa 
roads and their safety needs to be ensured.  In 2015, Ontario 
modified the Highway Traffic Act, to state that motorists 
shall slow down, proceed with caution and move over where 
possible when approaching stopped tow trucks producing 
intermittent flashes of amber light
If you do need a tow, know your rights. 
Don’t accept unsolicited tows. Although illegal, some tow 
companies attend collision scenes without being called 
to get business. You want to know what company you are 
dealing with.  It is recommended that you check with your 
insurance company. If they have a preferred tow list, use one 
of them. 
Know which tow company you have called. There have 
been situations where a driver called for a tow and when a 
tow operator arrives, they assume this is the company they 
called. If this isn’t the case and you allow them to hook up 
to your vehicle, you will be responsible for some fees even if 
you don’t end up going with them.
It is always best to get a detailed written estimate before 
accepting a tow. This will help you avoid unexpected fees 
that may not be covered by your insurance.
You have the right to say where your vehicle is towed. get 
this in writing too. Otherwise, you could be charged fees 
not covered by your insurance. 
It is illegal for tow trucks to be within 100 metres of a 
collision scene unless called by an involved party. It’s not 
uncommon for five or six tow trucks to attend a collision 
scene. Their presence can interfere with emergency services 
efforts and creates more distraction and blockages on streets 
for other road users, increasing the risk to public safety. 
Failure to comply could result in fines under the City of 
Ottawa By-laws or the Highway Traffic Act.
For more information about what to do if you are involved 
in a collision, go to: ottawapolice.ca/collisions.
We appreciate hearing your comments, receiving your 
concerns and taking suggestions for future Community 
Safety Zone topics. Please feel free to email us at  safety@
navan.on.ca

BOOKMOBILE stops every Saturday

La Guimauverie - Ohlala! C’est Délicieux!

What a delicious treat we can get every weekend until 
mid-April right here in Navan! A local couple, Robert and 
Mélanie Ladouceur, after 3 years of thinking about their 
little sweet trailer, decided to get it going. The Rideau canal 
was where they were destined to go. However because 
all the little huts on the canal ice were banned, Jamie 
offered them the NAPA garage parking lot on Colonial. 
So every weekend this month and until mid-April, Navan 
residents and surrounding area have the opportunity to buy 
marshmallows decorated with tasty toppings. I have been 
there every weekend with my grand kids. This travelling 
sweet tray has been a big hit. When they leave Navan in 
April they will be looking for other spots in and around 
Orléans to park their treat trailer. Try it once and you’ll be 
back for more. By the way, my grand kids love the s’mores 
topping while I love the banana split!! Yummy!! ..... Sheila

 

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Carlsbad Springs
6020 Piperville Road

10:30 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.
Navan

1246 Colonial Road

11:30 a.m - 12:15 p.m.
Sarsfield

3585 Sarsfield Road

1:45 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
Vars

5750 Buckland Road
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NAVAN WOMEN INSPIRED (W.I.)
Our March meeting was a fun filled meeting. We 
discussed our favourite books. What a plethora of 
stories were told that night. Some of our members 
told how they discovered  reading, some talked of 
their most exciting reads, others spoke of their most 
memorable stories and authors,  while others just 
couldn’t pin down a certain book but simply loved 
reading a great novel! It was a delightful meeting! We 
are getting to love this Zoom idea. Sure is easy to get 
to our meetings! After our discussions, we carried on 
with the business part.  
Next month is our annual meeting where we pay our 
dues. Don’t forget to bring the membership fees. We 
also reflect on all the groups and individuals we have 
helped throughout the year. I find this meeting  so 
interesting because we see and hear how many varied 
projects we have been involved in. Makes all our group 
efforts worthwhile.
Next meeting is Wednesday, April 14 at 7pm on Zoom. 
Thanks goes out to our secretary who organizes these 
meetings. See you all next month.

Did you know that Station 71 is designated a Wildland Forestry 
response station?  The crews are specialized and trained in the 
execution and extinguishment of wildland grass and brush fires.  
geographically, Navan is responsible for covering East Ottawa 
from Boundary road to Canaan and in larger brush/grass/forest 
fire operations, Navan’s brush truck and team of firefighters can 
be deployed as far as Fitzroy Harbour.  Strategically, Ottawa Fire 
Services has placed brush trucks like Navan’s in four other rural 
fire stations such as greely, North gower, Corkery, and Constance 
Bay.  

It takes many hours of training to be certified in Wildland 
Forestry Firefighting Operations and the men and women of 
Navan station 71 have always been up to the task.  Hours of 
classroom theory and hands on training in chainsaw operations 
and tree felling have propelled the team in their abilities, as well 
as the time commitment in understanding and learning about 
wildland fires. This takes dedicated firefighters to complete.  A 
course with the Canada Safety Council for operating a UTv 
(Utility Task vehicle) is another requirement.  Station 71 has 
proved time and time again that with training, teamwork and 
confidence, they are ready for the challenge. 
Once the snow is gone and all is revealed in the yard, the concept 
of clean up takes on another household chore.  Tree branches, 
leaves not raked from the previous season, and dead grass are 
all raked and bagged for curbside or placed in compost piles.  
Sometimes the decision to burn it all seems simple and quick; 
however, this is not always so.  Most simple fires turn into much 
larger incidents because the controlled burn or campfire was 
too big to begin with, was left unattended, there was no water 
onsite, or the fact that fire spread can happen faster than given 
credit for.  Spring fires are extremely dangerous and with the 
perfect conditions of humidity and temperature, this is a recipe 
for what could be an unfortunate event.  Stay within your permit 
requirements and never ever leave a controlled burn or campfire 
unattended.
In order to avoid a visit from Navan Station 71 Firefighters, 
remember that an Open Air Fire Permit which includes campfires 
is required under the Open Air Fire By-law No. 2004-163.  Please 
visit Burn permits | City of Ottawa to learn more about how you 
can purchase a permit for $14.00 or go to your MyServiceOttawa 
and create an account.   Be safe and follow the guidelines by 
NOT burning grass, leaves, garbage, pressure treated, or creosote 
treated wood, or any combustibles that produce toxic fumes 
other than those produced by the burning of wood, tree limbs or 
branches. 
Be Safe. Larry M. Roy, Sector Chief D7, Ottawa Fire Services

OTTAWA 
FIRE 

SERVICES
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CUMBERLAND TOWNSHIP 
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

NOTICE OF 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The 2021 Annual general Meeting of the Cumberland 
Township Agricultural Society will be held on Sunday, 
April 11 at 2:00 PM. (This is the last date that we can 
hold the AgM according to the regulations that
govern our society)
We plan to hold the Annual general Meeting on 
the Navan Fairgrounds  outside under the Domes, 
however,  the ever changing regulations surrounding 
COvID-19 may not permit us to do so. Should we 
not be able to hold an in-person meeting, we will 
convene the meeting using Zoom technology.  
Only members who purchased their 2020 general 
Membership and are over 18 years of age are eligible 
to vote at the Annual general Meeting.
In order for us to ensure that you are notified should 
we need to cancel the in-person meeting and hold it 
via Zoom, please complete the information below and 
email to navanfair@bellnet.ca, leave us a voice mail 
(613) 835-2766 or drop a note in our mailbox beside 
our front door.

Name:         Address:     
    Phone #:          Email Address:

Thanks for your co-operation,  The Board of Directors.

Green in Navan CORRECTION
from last month’s Recycling Pop Quiz! I got a lot of 
really positive feedback on the quiz and I’m glad so 
many of you found it helpful and even eye-opening. 
One clarification: for quiz item #12 (light bulbs), I 

should have specified that only incandescent 
“regular” and LED lights should be put in the 

garbage. Other types of light bulbs such as fluores-
cent tubes and CFLs belong in the hazardous waste 

stream. When in doubt, check with the City! 
Thank you to Rena for reaching out and highlighting 

this very important distinction!

COMMUNITY BOTTLE DRIVE FOR 
THE NAVAN LIONS CLUB

Support your local Lions Club by donating your empties 
(bottles/cans). COvID has 

taken a toll on the Lions 
Club fundraising ability 

so we are looking at other 
avenues to raise money. For 

those wanting to donate, the bottle drive will 
run until September and donations can be 
dropped off at 1264 Barnwell Cres. (Brian)
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CONTEMPLATING YOGA
Tips from Sandy Jones, a Certified Yoga Teacher & Accessible 

Yoga Ambassador offering Chair Yoga (all postures seated) 
and Gentle Yoga (on the Mat) via Zoom and in Orleans.

www.sandyjonesyoga.com
Seated Forward Fold 

(Paschimottanasana)
This posture stretches the backs of the legs; hamstring, 
calf, achilles tendon. Sitting on the front part of the 

chair with a tall, elongated 
spine, roll the shoulders 
down and away from the 
ears.  Extend the right leg 
out straight in front of 
you, heel on the floor, toes 
pointing toward the ceiling.  
The left leg is bent, foot flat 
on the floor. With a straight 
back bend forward at the 

hip, placing hands on the left leg for support. Hold 
posture for 3-5 slow deep breaths, inhale back to centre 
and repeat on other side.  
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GREEN IN NAVAN
Tips for going green by Jackie Lane Moore, 

nature-loving Navan resident and zero-waste 
blogger at thelovenlife.com

COMPOST MYTHS, BUSTED!
For those who read my green in Navan column, my blog 
or social media posts, you KNOW I am a passionate 
composter – in all seasons, at home or on the go. I’ve been 
known to collect compostables from colleagues at work and 
bring them home to decompose in my garden, rather than 
sending them to landfill. I don’t expect everyone to embrace 
that level of compost love, but I am hopeful that a little 
myth-busting will help to encourage everyone to give it a go, 
if you haven’t already jumped on the compost bandwagon.
I used to think ‘Why bother? Isn’t the compostable/organic 
material going to break down in landfill anyway?’ Yes, but at 
a much slower rate and with different results. When organic 
materials (food/yard waste) are left to break down in landfill 
(anaerobially, without oxygen, choked out by non-organic 
waste), it creates methane, a powerful greenhouse gas that is 
25x stronger than carbon dioxide. However, when organic 
waste is separated out and composted, it breaks down 
aerobically and helps to reduce methane production. On 
top of that, you get free, nutrient-rich garden foodl! ;) 

MYTH #1: It seems complicated!
FACT: Making compost is a completely natural 
microbial process. Consider how dead leaves and 
fallen trees decompose in a forest, returning nutrients 
to the earth. Organic materials want to break down 
into compost. While there are definitely complicated 
“compost recipes” and precise ratios of green:brown 
materials out there, it does not have to be precise or 
complicated. It’s really as simple as layering various 
food scraps (“green” materials) and dry ingredients 
(“brown” materials) together and waiting.

MYTH #2: It’s messy!
FACT: Composting can be as simple as placing a bowl 
or bucket on your kitchen counter and emptying it 
as needed. If you prefer to use a bin liner, consider 
using an old newspaper or a material that is naturally 
compostable. You can even place your scraps in a 
container in the freezer if you prefer. Plus! Remember 
that when you compost, your garbage/landfill waste is 
less messy, less smelly and hugely reduced in quantity!

MYTH #3: It smells bad!
FACT: Compost should not smell bad. Organic 
material combined with garbage, however, is likely to 
smell bad. If your compost is starting to smell, a simple 
adjustment to the composition should solve the issue. 
For example, if your compost is too wet, it likely has 
too much “green” (nitrogen-containing) ingredients. 

Simply add some dry ingredients (“brown” materials, 
like cardboard, dead leaves, etc.). Another issue could 
be lack of aeration – in this case, simply give it a mix. 
Easy peasy.

MYTH #4: You need a lot of space
FACT: There are many ways to compost – indoors, 
outdoors, in a big open heap, or in a small 
enclosed system. You can compost with worms 
(vermicomposting), or with electric systems that 
heat and aerate for you automatically, or in a hole 
in the ground. There are even options for those who 
aren’t interested in reaping the amazing benefits of 
compost (i.e. free, nutrient-rich growing matter) for 
their own gardens! You can use the City’s green bin 
collection service, or you can sign up for a compost 
share app like www.sharewaste.com where you can 
sign up do “donate” food/yard waste to compost-loving 
neighbours, like myself, or “host” your own collection 
site! 
Are you composting? What is holding you back? If you 
have any questions at all, I’m happy to help! I’ve been a keen 
composter for many years, even when I lived in the city 
and worked downtown. It’s so easy and so beneficial for the 
planet.

COMPOST BASICS
• Ratios - Combine brown and green materials in an 
approximate ratio of 2:1 (brown:green), or more (a 
higher brown-content, up to 30:1, will help to break 
down at a quicker rate)
• Aeration - Mix / aerate every couple weeks
• Moisture - Keep moist, but not too wet 
• Avoid: processed foods, oils/fats, dairy, meat, glossy 
paper, pet feces, diseased plants, anything containing 
synthetic chemicals [Note: City compost collection 
accepts a much broader range of waste – for example, 
plastic bags, junk food and pet poop; however, if you 
want to grow healthy plants, just think what items will 
give them the most nutrition ;) Hint: it’s typically a lot 
of the same ingredients that are healthiest for humans]

GREEN MATERIALS
High in nitrogen / “wet” 
ingredients 
• Kitchen scraps
• Coffee grounds 
• Tea leaves
• Fresh grass clippings
• Garden waste
• Manure

BROWN MATERIALS
High in carbon / “dry” 
ingredients
• Shredded newspaper/
cardboard/paper bags
• Dry leaves, dry grass 
clippings, dry branches
• Sawdust     • Hay/straw
• Eggshells   • Ashes

As ever, if you have any questions, feel free to send me a message by 
email naturallyjackielane@gmail.com or on Instagram @naturallyjackielane
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It appears that spring has arrived and with it renewed 
hope that we will soon see positive effects of the vaccine 
program. What a pleasure it will be to see the sun shining 
brightly and the emergence of spring flowers. Of course 
that also means lots of spring chores and projects to 
attend too. Just a reminder that there are services and 
programs offered by the city for seniors and you can 
find the information at https://ottawa.ca/en/family-
and-social-services/older-adults/guide-services-and-
programs-older-adults or by calling 3-1-1. Let’s continue 
to keep the Nifty Fifty spirit of community and friendship 
strong by staying in touch and providing encouragement 
to those around us. 
Navan Nifty Fifty plus Seniors Club
Chairperson/Co-Chairperson
Juanita and Ray vetter

A NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL PROGRAM 
FOR NAVAN 

Due to Covid, the Navan Community Sunday School 
(jointly run by Navan-vars United Church and St. 
Mary’s Anglican Church) hasn’t been operating for the 
last year and it will not be reopening until all concerns 
about the virus have passed. 
We are using this time to consider what format and 
style of ecumenical  Christian education families in the 
area might wish to be a part of. 
If your family would like to be part of a new Sunday 
School program or would like more information, 
please contact either 
Jill Noakes (jillnoakes@hotmail.com) or
Shelley Douglas (Shelley.douglas56@gmail.com
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 ST PATRICK’S DAY AT SCHOOL - 
FIRST TIME IN RECENT HISTORY!

Students and staff enjoyed celebrating St. Patrick’s day at school 
this year and learning all about Irish culture, folklore, history and 
traditions. We are all feeling as lucky as a leprechaun!

WINTER CARNIVAL
Students enjoyed a wonderful spirit week during our Winter Carnival.  
Students and staff worked hard to gain points for their teams, crushed 
all the challenges and enjoyed the virtual dance parties.  Thank you to 
Mme Larch and the Primary team for organizing such fun activities 
for all!                           Army crawl, plank, and wall squat challenges!

POETRY CONTEST
Congratulations to Maggie in the grade 3/4/5 and to Raegan in the 
grade 2 class as our top winners of the acrostic poem contest!
            (Raegan)                                                       (Maggie)
Heritage a des bonnes                                Hawks constantly learning
Enseignantes qui sont                                 Excellent team players
Rares avec leur                                             Reporting all bullies
Intelligence. J’aime mon enseignante       Independent students
Triste elle toujours                                      Telling trusted people 
                                                                                         about problems
Aime les enfants                                          Amazing subjects
Généreuse avec ma classe                          Great new friends
Excellente quand on fait bien les choses  Everyone is happy
                    

WATER CYCLE
Congratulations to all grade 8 students in Mme Cashman’s class 
for their outstanding understanding of the water cycle. “It was a lot 
of work and worth it!” shared Sophia when explaining about how 
pollution affects water quality.

SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER
Constable Despatis visited classrooms this month 
as our School Resource Officer!  We hope that 
she is able to visit with us again soon to continue 
her classroom visits.  We are very grateful for the 
important work that our police officers do to keep 
the peace and maintain our public safety!
PINK SHIRT DAY.
grade one students learning about kindness and       
caring on Pink Shirt Day.  A little kindness goes a 

long way!

CHESS CLUB
Intermediate students are enjoying our new Chess 

Club and designed an exciting tournament.  go Heritage Hawks!

AGAINST THE GRAIN FARMS
We are very excited to learn from our very own Shelley Spruit, a local 
grain farmer and researcher, in the upcoming weeks.  Locally grown 
grains are an important part of a healthy and sustainable food system.  
Students are expanding their knowledge and skills to grow their 
own food, take care of themselves, one another, and our planet for 
generations to come.  Thank you to Jackie Lane, parent and founder 
of L’Oven Life Naturally, for organizing our first farmer talk series!  
Here’s a look inside the virtual workshop!

CLASS PET - STICKY MANGO, 
THE HERITAGE GECKO 

Meet the newest member of the Heritage Hawk family:  Sticky Mango 
the Heritage gecko!  Students are creating a beautiful habitat for their 
new class pet and an emergency care plan in case of another extended 
school closure.  Sticky Mango is very well cared for and happy.

HERITAGE
PUBLIC

SCHOOL
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HIDDEN TALENT
This month’s tips  from Hana Bland, owner of 

Unwind Holistic Health, 1200 Colonial Road, Navan
THE EVOLUTION OF FASCIA STRETCH

Fascia Stretch Therapy is a revolutionary practice 
developed and created in the US by Ann Frederick, 
manual therapist and former dancer, and Chris 
Frederick, physical therapist. Ann founded her clinic, 
the Stretch to Win Center, in 1995 with one key goal: 
improve the performance of professional athletes. 
She created a unique system of manual therapy called 
Stretch to Win - Fascial Stretch Therapy for the 1996 
US Men’s Olympic Wrestling Team. She soon found 
that STW-FST also helped clients with common or
complex pain disorders. Chris, a practicing physical 
therapist, focused on manual therapy, integrating 
STW-FST with Kinesis Myofascial Integration and 
movement re-education. After training privately
with Ann in 1998, he helped evolve STW-FST as an 
effective manual therapy and movement re-education 
system that improved many outcomes more rapidly 
and effectively than traditional therapies. When the 
Frederick’s founded the Stretch to Win Institute in 
1999, they did so with the intention of passing on a 
complete system. It continues to radically transform 
personal and professional lives. Practitioners like 
myself are very lucky the Fredericks continue to pass 
on these techniques to us.

expert physio 
care in the 

comfort of your 
own home!

physiotherapy
home@
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Articles or announcements must be submitted to navannugget@navan.on.ca by the 20th of the month to be included in next month’s issue.
What a wonderful place in which we have chosen to live.

GIVE A CHICK A HOME
Article By David Grattan

It is now time to welcome the return of our migrating 
birds. And what better way of doing that than the 
installation of bird nesting boxes.  If you consult the 
Internet, there is plenty of advice on how and when 
to do this. Many birds like to use cavities for nesting 
- so a well-constructed nesting box can be an ideal 
replacement. From the point of view of birds, the main 
thing to consider is the security of the nesting site. Birds 
do not like to feel exposed or threatened by predators. 
A bird house will not therefore have a perch below the 
access port which might allow an unwelcome visitor to 
look inside. We can control what birds can use the box 
by altering the diameter of the access hole. The Canadian 
Wildlife Federation has an excellent website which lists 
suitable hole size for each species. For example, it gives 
the hole diameter for both Chickadees and Nuthatches at 
3cm, and for the Northern Flicker, 4cm. 
If you are reusing an old box – make sure it is clean by 
scrubbing it out. good boxes have hinged side panels 
for easy access. If it is a new box, try and avoid the 
impulse to paint or stain it. Birds like things as natural 
as possible. The box when installed should ideally tilt 
forward slightly so that if rain penetrates the box will 
drain. We installed our boxes on tree trunks – but some 
consider that steel pole mounts are more effective at 
keeping predators away.  
The final consideration is the orientation of the box. 
Experts are generally agreed that the hole should face 
east. The direction to avoid is west – apparently the 
boxes can overheat if facing the setting sun. 
You may be wondering where to obtain well-constructed 
boxes. I suggest you contact Hal Macpherson of 
the Navan Lions Club. Hal has been making boxes 
throughout the winter. If you consult the Lions report in 
this issue of the Nugget you will find details. Hals boxes 
are very well designed and come with three sizes of 
access ports.                                                         David

FUN INTERACTIVE BIRD CALL POSTER
Article/photo By Tom Devecseri

When you click on a bird you will hear its unique tune.
go to the April issue of the Nugget online at navan.on.ca 
and click on the hyperlink https://www.dnr.state.
mn.us/mcvmagazine/bird_songs_interactive/
index.html  (or copy the link into your web browser). 
All but 2 birds on the poster, the grey Jay and the 
Summer Tanager, have been found in the Navan area.

EVENING GROSBEAK

On March 20th a flock of 30 Evening grosbeak were 
at the feeders at Dewberry Trail. I have seen them in 
numbers at this location for mutlple years. They are a  
heavyset finch that add a brillient splash of yellow, white 
and black to local feeders in various finch irruption 
years. According to E-bird their populations are 
declining dramatically.
                                                                                   Tom

https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/mcvmagazine/bird_songs_interactive/index.html

